Neu Consulting Group Introduces Reporting and Data Management Modules

First step is taken toward changing the way companies handle their collection process

**Kansas City, Mo., October 20, 2006**— The first comprehensive management tool for mediating and enhancing processes between companies and their multiple collection agencies has now arrived on the scene with the launch of Neu Consulting Group’s NeuAnalytics technology platform. With its data management and reporting modules, it promises to fill holes in the collection industry out of which efficiency and revenue are currently leaking.

Companies and their third-party collection vendors presently communicate on a basis of electronic reporting that requires manual administration and utilization. While this outdated system does hold some positive points, it is nevertheless riddled with a number of pitfalls—all of which can be extremely detrimental to a company’s profitability. Firstly, businesses that have more than one collection agency receive inconsistently formatted reports from each. It is then up to in-house employees to spend hours reconciling dissimilar information for a sensible vendor-to-vendor comparison. Additionally, there is usually an inability to store these reports in a centralized and safe location, making it impossible to produce historical analysis.

This is precisely what the NeuAnalytics reporting and data management modules aim to resolve. The only one of its kind, this reporting software automatically unifies all data from every agency and generates clear, detailed reports on a regular basis. As a result, the client can view an “apples-to-apples” comparison of its agencies’ performance. Additionally, all information is stored securely in Neu Consulting Group’s data warehouses to allow for analysis of the past and a projection of future trends.

As only a first movement toward a complete NeuAnalytics platform, the reporting and data management components are already guaranteed to make historic improvements upon the entire collection industry. The expected advances, which include efficiency, clarity, and increased revenue, will certainly be compounded by the addition of future modules.

**About Neu Consulting Group**

Neu Consulting Group is made up of industry experts who share a common vision: to change the way companies interact with their third-party collection vendors. The company targets those issues which are most prevalent among mid- to large-sized companies, and helps its clients toward achieving the most in their collection operations by mediating processes between them and their agencies.